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FUNCTIONAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS WITHOUT
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Palack}' University, Czech Republic
ABSTRACT. Let J = [O,TJ and F : C°(J) x C°(J) x lH'.--7 Ll(J)
be an operator. Existence theorems for the functional differential equa-
tion (g(x'(t)))' = (F(x,x',x'(t)))(t) with functional boundary conditions
generalizing the non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions and non-
homogeneous mixed boundary conditions are given. Existence results are
proved by the Leray-Schauder degree theory under some sign conditions
imposed upon F.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let J = [0, TJ be a compact interval. Consider the functional differential
equation
(1) (g(:r;' (t)))' = (F(x, x', x' (t)))(t).
Here 9 : JR -t JR is an increasing homeomorphism with inverse g-1 : JR -t JR,
g(O) = 0 and F: C°(J) x C°(J) x JR -t L1(J), (x,y,a) f--t (F(x,y,a))(t) is
an operator having the following properties:
(a) (F(x,y,z(t)))(t) E L1(J) for x, y, Z E C°(J),
(b) limn-tCJO(xn,Yn,zn) = (x,y,z) in CO(J) x C°(J) x C°(J) =}
lim'HCJO(F(xn, Yn, zn(t)))(t) = (F(x, Y, z(t)))(t) ill L1(J),
(c) for each d E (0,00) there exists kcl E L1(J), such that x, Y E C°(J),
a E JR, Ilxli + Ilylj + lal ::; d =} I(F(:z:, y, a))(t)l ::; kd(t) for a.e, t E J,
where llxll = max{jx(t)l; t E J} for x E C°(J) is the norm in CO(J),
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A prototype of the operator F in (1) is the operator
(F(x, y, a))(t) = f(t, x(t), y(t), a)
where f : J x jR3 -+ jR satisfies the Caratheodory conditions on J x 1[3
(f E Car(J x jR3) for short) or more generally
(F(x, y, a))(t) = (PI (x, y))(t)h(a) + (P2(x, y))(t)
and
(F(x,y,a))(t) = IT-t Jr(s,ax(s),y(s),a) ds + h(t,x(t),y(t),a)
where PI, P2 : C°(J) x C°(J) -+ L] (J), h : jR -+ jR are continuous and, for
eachd E (0,00), there exists ld E Ll(J) such that x, y E C°(J), Ilxll+llyll ~ d
=> I (PI (x, y))(t)1 ~ ld(t), I(P2(x, y))(t)1 ~ ld(t) for a.e. t E J and Jr, h E
Car(J x jR3).
Together with (1) consider the functional boundary conditions
(2) x(al (x, Xl)) = PI (x, Xl), x(a2(x, x')) = P2(X, Xl),
or
(3) X(,8l(X,X')) = rl(x,xl), Xl (,82 (x, Xl)) = r2(x,x').
Here aI, a2, ,81, ,82 : CO (J) X CO (J) -+ J and PI, P2, 1"1, r2 : CO (J) X CO (J) -+
jRare continuous functionals. We see that (2) (with Cll(X,X') = 0, a2(x,x') =
T, Pl(X,XI) = A, P2(X,XI) = B for x E Cl(J)) gives the nonhomogeneous
Dirichlet boundary conditions and (3) (with rl(x,xl) = A, r2(x,x') = Band
,8dx,xl) = 0, ,82(x, x') = T resp. /3dx,x') = T, ,B2(x,x') = 0 for x E Cl(J))
gives the nonhomogeneous mixed boundary conditions.
We say that x E C1 (J) is a solution of the boundary value problem (BVP
for short) (1), (j) (j = 2,3) if g(xl(t)) is absolutely continuous on J, x satisfies
boundary conditions (j) and (1) is satisfied for a.e. t E J.
We observe that Brykalov [B] considered among others the differential
equation
XII + al(t)xl + ao(t)x = f(t,x,xl)
together with boundary conditions (2) (actually with more general boundary
conditions, in which ai, Pi can depend also on XII). For this BVP he proved
an existence result under the assumptions that aO,al E L1(J), ao(t) ~ 0,
f E Car(J x jR2) satisfies the growth condition If(t, x, y)1 ~ ~f(t) + Aolxl1-oo +
Allyll-Cl for a.e. t E J and each x,y E lR where, E Ll(J), ,(t) ~ 0, Ai E
(0, (0), ci E (0,1) (i = 0,1) and Ipl (x, x') -P2 (x, Xl) I ~ AlaI (x, x') - Cl2(X, x') I,
Ipj (x, x') I ~ N (j = 1,2) for all x having the absolutely continuous derivative
on J with positive constants>. and N.
In this paper we prove existence results for BVPs (1), (2) and (1), (3)
providing that F satisfies only sign conditions. Our results are proved by the
topological degree method (see e.g. [D] and [MD. We generalize the results of
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[KJ for the Dirichlet conditions where the differential equation x" = h(t, x, x'),
h E CO (J X lR2) was studied. We note that our results are close those of [RTJ
for the Dirichlet conditions where another type of the functional differential
equation was considered. This functional differential equation without growth
restrictions and with nonlinear functional boundary conditions was considered
in [SJ. Some existence results for the equation x" = h(t, x, Xl) with continuous
h without growth restrictions was given by Rodriguez and Tineo [RTJ for
the Dirichlet problem and by Ruyun Ma [RJ for an m-point boundary value
problem.
The following assumptions will be needed throughout the paper:
(Hr) O:I(X, x') < 0:2 (x, x'), X E CJ(J);
(H2) There exists a positive constant J.L such that
IpJ(x,x') - P2(X,X')J ::; Il(odx,x') - O:J(x,x')), x E CJ(J);
(H3) There exist positive constants AJ, jh such that
Ipi(x,xl)I::;Ai, XECJ(J), i=1,2;
(H4) ThereexistLJ, L2, L3, L4 E lRsuchthatLJ, L4 E (-00,-J.L],L2, L3 E
[,L, 00), LJ -I- L4, L2 -I- L3 and
(F(x,y,Lr))(t)::; 0::; (F(x,y,L2))(t),
(F(x, y, L3))(t) ::; 0 ::; (F(x, y, L4))(t)
for a.e. t E J and each x, y E C°(J), Ilxll ::; U, D ::; y(t) ::; H for
t E J, where
U = min{AJ,A.2} +Tmax{-D,H}, D = min{L1, L4},
H = ma.x{L2, L3}.
(H5) There exist positive constants M, N such that
Ir1(x,x')1 ::; M, \r2(x,x')I::; N, x E C1(J);
(H6) There exist 1(], 1(2, 1(3, 1(4 E lRsuch that 1(], 1(4 E (-00, -N], 1(2,
1(3 E [N,oo), [(1 -I- 1(4, 1(2 -I- 1(3 and
(F(x, y, 1(r))(t) ::; 0 ::; (F(x, y, 1(2))(t),
(F(x, y, 1(3))(t) ::; 0 ::; (F(x, y, K4))(t)
for a.e. t E J and each x, y E C°(J), Ilxll ::; U*, D* ::; y(t) ::; H*
for t E J, where
U* = !vI + T max{ -D*, H*}, D* = min{1(], 1(4},
H* = max{1(2, J(3}.
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2. BVP (1), (2)
Assume that assumptions (HI )~(H4) are satisfied. Let IL4 - L11 > I~O:
IL3 - L21 > ;0 for an no E N. Set
E = L + sign(L4-L,)-1 (L - L) E - L -l- sign(L3-L2)-1 (L L)1 1 2 1 4: 2 -2 ' 2 '2 - 3:
E - L - sign(L3-L2)-1 (L, - L) E = L·. - sign(L4-L] )~1 (L - L )3- 3 2 2 3: 4 4 2 1 4·
Then E1 < £4 S; -/1, /l S; E2 < E3 and D = E1: H = E3.
For each n > no: x, y E CO (1) and a E R, define .1:, fJ E CO (1) and









-E? + 2a - 1-- n
a
E.[
-E.[ + 2a + 1-n
a
for a:(t) > U
for 1 x (t) 1 S; U
for x(t) < -U:
for y(t) > E3
for E1 S; y(t) S; E3
for y(t) < E1,
,)
for E2 + ~ < a < E3
for E) + 1.. < a < E) + 1-... n _... '1"1
for E) < a < E) + 1...•.. _... n
for E.[ S; a S; E2
for E.[ - 1.. < a < E.[" -
for E4 - 1- < a < E.[ - 1..11 - 11
for E1 < a < E.[ - 1.- n
E1 for a < E1.
Clearly lim"-7oo[aln = a for a E [E1:E3] and for any z E COP), E1 <
z(t) S; E3, we have lim 11-700 [z(t)]n = z(t) uniformly on J.
Let P : IE.---+ IE.be a continuous function with the property:
Ip(v)1 S; 1 for v E IE.,
(5)
Set
p(v) = 1 for v E [L.[ - ';0' L.tl U [L2: L2 +';0],
p(v) = -1 for v E [L1 - ';0' L1] U [L3: L3 +,;01-
_ _ p(a)
(F,,(x,y,a))(t) = (F(x,y,[a]n))(t) +-n
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fIn (z,y,a) E C°(J) X C°(J) X JR and n E N, n 2 no.
Consider the two-parameter family of the functional differential equations
(g(x'(t)))' = )"(Fn(:J;,x',x'(t)))(t), ).. E [0,1], n 2 no·
LEMMA 2.1. (A priori estimates). Let assumptions (Hd - (H4) be satis-
fied with L1 < L4 and L2 < £3 and let BVP (6"),, (2) has a solution u for
some).. E [0, 1] and n 2 no. Then the estimates
II II T 1 '( ) 1u ~ U + -, L1 - - < u t < L3 + -n n n
for t E J are fulfilled.
PROOF. Set t1 = O:l(U, u'), t2 = O:2(U, u'). Then (Hd, (H2) and (H3)
imply t1 < t2, lu(t2) - u(tdl = Ip2(u, u') - P1(U, ul)1 ~ P,(t2 - t1), and so
lu(t~~=~,(t')1 ~ p,. Hence
(7) lu'(~)1~ p,
where ~ lies between t1 and t2. If).. = 0 then g(u'(t)) == canst., and so (d.
(7) )
lu'(t)1 = lu'(OI ~ Il, t E J.
Let).. E (0,1]. Let u'(Td = max{u'(t): t E J} 2 L3 + ~ with a T1 E J.
Assume T1 E (~, T]. Then there exist t. E (~, T1) and c. > 0 such that
u'(t.) = L3, u1(t. + c.) = L3 + ~ and L3 ~ u'(t) ~ L3 + ~ for t E [t., t. +c.].
Integrating the equality
(8) (g(u'(t)))' = )"(Fn(u, u', u'(t)))(t)
for a.e. t E J from t. to t. + c. we obtain
g(u'(t. + c.)) - g(u'(t.)) = )..It.+.o• (Fn(u, u', u'(t)))(t) dtt.
= )..1:'+'" ((F(u,~,L3))(t) + p(U;~(t))) dt
)..j't.+E. )..c~ -. p(u'(t)) dt = --.-. < 0,n t. n
which contradicts g(u'(t. +E.)) - g(u'(t.)) = g(L3 +~) - g(L3) > O. Assume
T1 E [0,0. Then there exist to E (T1,~] and co > 0 such that u'(to - EO) =
L2 + ~, u'(to) = L2 and L2 ~ u'(t) ~ L2 + ~ for t E [to - Eo, to]. Integrating
(8) from to - EO to to we have
ltog(u'(to)) - g(u'(to - co)) =).. to-Eo (F,Ju, u', u'(t)))(t) dt
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= A to ((F(u,;;:',L2))(t) + p(U'(t))) dtlto-eo n
A [to Ac2: - p(u'(t)) dt = _0 > 0,n to-lOa n
which contradicts g(u'(to)) - g(u'(to - co)) = g(L2) - g(L2 + ~) < O. Hence
u'(t) < L3 + ~ for t E J.
Let u'(T2) = min{u'(t)j t E J} ::; L1 - ~ for some T2 E J. Assume
T2 E (~, T]. Then there exist t+ E [~, T2) and c+ > 0 such that u'(t+) = L4,
u'(t+ +c+) = L4 - ~ and L4 - ~ ::; u'(t) ::; L4 for t E [t+, t+ +c+]. Integrating
(8) from t+ to t+ + c+ we obtain
A jt++e+ Ac
2: - p(u'(t)) dt = -± > 0
n t+ n
which contradicts g(u'(t+ + c+)) - g(u'(t+)) = g(L4 - ~) - g(L4) < O. If
T2 E [O,~) then there exist L E (T2,~) and e > 0 such that u'(L - e)) =
L1 - ~, u'(L) = L1, L1 - ~ ::; u'(t) ::; L1 for t E [L - e,L]. Integrating
(8) from L - c_ to L we have
g(u'(L)) - g(u'(L - e)) = A l~~c-(Fn(u, u', u'(t)))(t) dt
= A l~~c-((F(u,;;:',L1))(t) + p(u~(t))) dt
A jL Ac::; - p(u'(t)) dt = --=- < 0,n -e_ n
which contradicts g(u'(L)) - g(u'(L -e)) = g(L1) - g(L1 -~) > O. Hence
min{u'(t)j t E J} > L1 - ~.
Let Ai = min{A1, Ad. Then
lu(t)1 = lu(ti) + l.t 'u'(s) dsl ::; min{A1, A2} + Tmax { - L1 + ~,L3 +~}
= min{A1, A2} + (max{-L1, L3} + ~)T = U + ~
for t E J. Hence the lemma is proved. 0
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COROLLARY 2.2. (A priori estimates). Let assumptions (Hr) - (H4) be
satisfied. Let u be a solution of BVP (6n)>., (2) for some n ~ no and A E [0,1].
Then
T
Ilull ~ u +-,n 1 I ( ) 1D - - < u t < H +-,n n t E J.
PROOF. If L1 < L4, L2 < L3, the assertion follows from Lemma 2.1. Let
L1 > L4, L2 < L3. Then by the same procedure as in the proof of Lemma 2.1
we prove
T
Ilull ~ u +-,n
Similarly for L2 > L3.
1 I( 1L4 - - < u t) < L3 + -,n n t E .1.
o
t E J.
LEMMA 2.3. Let assumptions (Hr) - (H4) be satisfied with L1 < L4 and
L2 < L3. Then for sufficiently large n E N BVP (6n)r, (2) has a solution u
satisfying the inequalities
II II T 1 I( ) 1~1 ~ U + -, L1 - - < u t < L3 + -,n n n
PROOF. Fix n EN, n ~ no. Set K = max{ -D, H},
G(v) = max{g(v), -g(-v)} for v E [0,00),
{(x,y,z,b,e); (x,y,z,b,e) E C°(.1) x C°(.1) x C°(.1) X ]R2,
Ilxll < U + (1 + Jl)T, Ilyll < ]( + 1, Ilzll < K + 1,
Ibl < U + (1 + Jl)T, lei < G(K + 1)}
and define the operators
Z: n ~ C°(.1) x CO(J) x C°(.1) x ]R2,
If' : [0,1] x n ~ C°(.1) x C°(.1) x C°(.1) X ]R2
by
Z(x,y,z,b,e) = (b+g-1(e)t, g-l(e), g-1(e),b-x(a1(x,y)), e-x(a2(x,y))),
W(A, x, y, z, b, e) = AZ(X, y, z, b, e).
We first prove that
(9) D(I - Z,n,O) =F 0,
where "D" is the Leray-Schauder degree and I is the identical operator on the
Banach space CO(.1) x CO(.1) x CO(.1) X ]R2. It is easy to check that W is a
compact operator. Assume
VV (AO,Xo, Yo, zo, bo, eo) = (xo, Yo, zo, bo, eo)
for some (Ao,xo,Yo,zo,bo,eo) E [0,1] x an. Then





(12) Co = AO(eo - XO(0:2(XO,YO)))'
From (10)-(12) we deduce that Yo = x~,
bo = Ao(bo - Aobo - Aog-1(co)0:1(XO'X~)),
eo = Ao (co - Aobo - AOg-1(CO)0:2(XO'X~)),
and so
(14) b __ A~g-l(CO)o:r(xo, x~)
° - 1- AO + A~ '
(15) (1 - Ao)(bo - eo) = A6g-1(cO)(0:2(XO,X~) - o:r(xo,x~)).
If Ao = a then (xo,Yo,zo,bo,co) = (0,0,0,0,0). Assume Ao = 1. Then (cf.
(13)) bo = _g-l (eo)O:I (xo, x~), bo = _g-1 (CO)0:2(XO, x~), and consequently
a = g-1 (eo) (0:1 (xo, x~) - 0:2 (xo, x~)). Since 0:2 (xo, x~) - 0:1 (xo, x~) > a by
(HI), Co = a and (10) and (14) show that (xo, Yo, Zo, bo, co) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Let Ao E (0,1). Assume Co i- O. Then from (14) and (15) we obtain that
( )( eo A60:1(XO'X~)) 2 ( ') ( I))- 1- Ao -1() + A A2 = Ao(0:2 xo,xo - 0:1 xo,xo .g Co 1- 0+ °
S· (1 \ )(~ A~"'l(XO.X~)) a d \')( ( ') ( I)) amce - -AO ~+ l-Ao+'\6 < an A6 0:2 xo,xo -0:1 xo,xo > ,
we obtain a contradiction. Hence Co= 0, and so (xO,Yo,zo,bo,co) = (0,0,0,
0, 0).
We have proved (xo,Yo,zo,bo,eo) = (0,0,0,0,0) rf. an, a contradiction.
By the theory of homotopy (see e.g. [D] and [MJ)
D(I - Z, n, 0) = D(I - IV(I,·,·,·,·, .), n, 0)
= D(I - W(O,·,·,·,·, .), n,0) = D(I, n, 0) = 1,
which proves (9).
Let the operators
Zl : n -+ C°(J) x C°(J) x C°(J) x ll~?,
WI : [0,1] x n -+ C°(J) x C°(J) x C°(J) X ]R2
be given by
Zl(x,y,z,b,c) = Z(x,y,z,b,c) + (0,0,0,Pl(X,Y),P2(X,y)),
WI (A, X, Y, z, b, c) = Z(x, y, z, b, c) + A(O, 0, O,Pl (x, Y),P2(X, y)).
Then ltV1 is a compact operator and ltVr(I,',',',',') = Zl (',',',', .). Assume
IV1(A1,X1,Y1,ZI,b1,cr) = (X1,Y1,ZI,b1,cr)
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for a (Al,Xl,Yl,Zl,b1,Cl) E [0,1] x an. Then
Xl(t) = b1 + g-l(cdt, vdt) = g-l(cd, Zl(t) = g-I(cd,
and so
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Thus (d. (HI), (H2) and (H4))
Ig-l(cdl(a2(xl,x~) - ad:L'l,;Z;~)) = Allpl(XI,X~) - P2(Xl,X~)1
~ JL(a2(xl:x~) - al(xl,x~)),
which yields Ig-1(cdl ~ JL. \Vhence
Ibil ~ JLT+min{A1, A2} ~ u.
Consequently:
(16)
D(I - Zl, 0.:0) = D(I - lFI(l,·:·,·,·, .), 0.,0)
= D(I - WI (0,:',',',', '),12,0) = D(I - Z, 0., 0) =I- O.
Finally define
S : n -+ C°(J) x C°(J) x C°(J) X ~2,
1/ : [0,1] x n -+ C°(J) x C°(J) x C°(J) X ~2
by
S(x,y:z,b,c) = (b+ ltg-1(c+ ls(Fn(x,v,Z(V)))(V)dV)ds,
g-l(C+ It(Fn(x:v,Z(S)))(S)ds),
g-l (c + li (Fn(x, Y, z(s)))(s) ds),
b - x(al (x: V)) + PI (x, V), C - x(a2(x, V)) + P2(X, y)).
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V(A, X, Y, z, b, C) = (b + 1t g-l (C + A 18(Fn(x, Y, z(v)))(z/) dv) ds,
g-1 (c + A 1t(Fn(x, Y, z(s)))(s) ds),
g-1 (c + A 1t(Fn(x, Y, z{s)))(s) ds),
b - x(o:r(x, y)) + PI (X, y), C - X(O:2(X, y)) + P2(X, Y)).
Obviously, if (x, y, z, b, c) is a fixed point of the operator S, then x is a solution
of BVP (6nh, (2) and x' = y = z, b = x(O), c = g(x'(O)). Conversely,
if x is a solution of BVP (6nh, (2) and (x,x',x',x(O),g(x'(O))) E n, then
(x,x',x',x(O),g(x'(O))) is a fixed point of S.
To prove that V is a compact operator, let {(Aj,Xj,Yj, Zj, bj, Cjn c [O,lJx
n. Set
and
P(V) = max{g-l(v), _g-l( -vn, v E [0,00).
Then
Uj(t) = bj + 1tg-l(Cj +Aj 18(Fn(xj'Yj,Zj(v)))(v)dV) ds,
Vj(t) = Wj(t) = g-l (Cj + Aj 1t (Fn(Xj,Yj,Zj(S)))(S) ds) (= uj(t)),
Bj = bj - Xj(O:l (Xj, xj)) + PI (Xj, xj), Cj = Cj - Xj(O:2(Xj, xj)) + p2(Xj, xj),
and from the property (c) of F and (5), it follows that there exists k E L1(J)
such that




luj(t)1 = /Vj(t)1 = IWj(t)1 :s p( G(K + 1) +1k(t) dt),
Ig(uj(tr)) - g(uj(t2))1 = Ig(Vj(tr)) - g(Vj(t2))1 :s I rt2 k(t) dtl,it!
IBjl :s 2(U + (1 + fl)T) + AI, ICjl:S G(K + 1) + U + (1 + fl)T +,42
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for t, t1, t2 E J and j E N. Going if necessary to a subseguence, we can
assume, by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem and the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem,
that {(Uj, Vj, Wj, B j, Cj)} is convergent in CO (J) x CO (J) x CO (J) X 1~2. Since
V is continuous (see the property (b) of F and the definition of Fn), the
compactness of 17 is proved.
Assume
17(AO, Xo, Yo, Zo, bo, co) = (xo, Yo, Zo, bo, eo)
for some (Ao,xo,Yo,zo,bo,eo) E [0,1] x 80. Then Xo is a solution of BVP
(6nha, (2) and x~ = Yo = Zo, bo = xo(O), Co = g(x~(O)). By Lemma 2.1,
Ilxoll :::;U + ~, L1 - ~ < x~(t) < L3 + ~ for t E J, and so
T
IIYol1= Ilzoll < K + 1, Ibol:::; U + -, leol < G(K + 1),n
which contradicts (xo,Yo,zo,bo,eo) E 80.
By the theory of homotopy (d. (16))
D(I - S, 0, 0) = D(I - 17(1,·,·,·,·, .), fl, 0)
= D(I - 17(0,·,·,·,·, .), fl, 0) = D(I - ZI, fl, 0) =f O.
Consequently, there exists a fixed point (u, v, z, b, c) E 0 of the operator S.
Then u is a solution ofBVP (6nh, (2) and Lemma 2.1 shows that Ilull :::;U+~,
L1 - ~ < u'(t) < L3 + ~ for t E J. 0
COROLLARY 2.4. Let assumptions (HI) - (H4) be satisfied. Then for suf-
ficiently large n E N BVP (6nh, (2) has a solution u satisfY'ing
T 1,( ) 1lIull :::;U + -, D - - < u t < H + -, t E J.n n n
PROOF. If L1 < L4, L2 < L3, the assertion follows from Lemma 2.3. Let
L1 > L4, L2 < L3. By the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 2.3 we




Similarly for L2 > L3.
1 '( ) 1L4 - - < u t < L3 + -,n n t E J.
o
THEOREM 2.5. Let assumptions (Hd - (H4) be satisfied. Then BVP
(1), (2) has a solution u and the estimates
(18) lIull :::;U, D:::; u'(t) :::;H
for t E J are fulfilled.
PROOF. By Corollary 2.4, BVP (6nh, (2) has a solution Un for sufficiently
large n E Nand
T
Ilunll :::;U + -,n 1 , ( ) 1D - - :::;un t :::;H + -,n n t E J.
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Moreover, the property (c) of F implies that there is k1 E L1 (J) such that
l(Fn(un,U~,u~(t))(t)1 ::; k1(t) for a.e. t E J, and so
Ig(u~(tr)) - g(u;,(t2))1 ::;llt2 k1(t) dtlt,
for t1, t2 E J and sufficiently large n E N. Thus {un}, {u~} are bounded in
CO (J), {u~ (tn is equicontinuous on J since 9 is a continuous and increasing
function. By the Arzela~Ascoli thC'urem, we can choose a subsequence {Ukn}
converging (in C1(J)) to u. One can see that u fulfils (2) and (18), and (see
the property (b) of F)
limn-HX) (Fkn (Ukn, u~n' u~n (t))) (t)
1· ((F(- I [' ()] ))() p(,,~ (t)))= Imn-HlO Ukn, U kn, ukn t kn t + k7,
= (F(u,u',u'(t)))(t)
in L1(J). Thus, u is a solution of BVP (1), (2) satisfying inequalities (18). D
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let J = [0,3] and h : JR -+ JR, F1 : C°(J) x CO(J) -+
L1(J) be continuous and h(L;) = 0 (i = 1,2,3,4) where L1 < L4 ::; -2,
2::; L2 < L3. Consider BVP
(19) (g(x'(t)))' = h(x'(t))(F1(x,x'))(t),
(20) x(r~:~~(~)) = sin(103 vlx(t)1 + (x'(t))2 dt),
x(3 -I sin x'(c:) I) = cosx(v),
where ~,c:,v E J. Applying Theorem 2.5 (with F(x,y,a) = h(a)H(x,y),
J.L = 2, Al = A2 = 1, O:I(X,y) = 1~:~~~)'0:2(X,y) = 3 -lsiny(c)l,
PI (x, y) = sin (1: vlx(t)1 + (y(t))2 dt), P2(X, y) = cos x(v), ),
BVP (19), (20) has a solution u satisfying the inequalities
Ilull ::; 1 + 3max{ - L1, L3}, L1::; u' (t) ::; L3
for t E J.
3. BVP (1), (3)
In [RS] problems for second order functional differential equations
with boundary conditions o:(x) = 0, x'(I) = 0 or o:(x) = 0, x'(O) = 0 were
also considered. Here 0: : CO ([0, 1]) -+ JRis a linear bounded and increasing
(i.e. x,y E CO ([0, 1]), x(t) < y(t) for t E [0,1]:::::>o:(x) < o:(y)) functional. We
observe that o:(x) = 0 for an x E CO([O, 1]) implies x(O = 0 with a ~ E [0,1].
The authors proved existence results for the above BVPs under assumptions
which are of the type of our assumption (H6) but only with two constants
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K1, K2 or K3, K4. \Ve observe that these assumptions are not sufficient for
existence results of BVP (1), (3) as follows from Example 3.1.
EXAlvlPLE3.1. Consider the differential equation XII = EX,3 011 J = [0,2]
with the boundary conditions x(~) = 0, x'(l) = 1. Here E = ±1. This
BVP is the special case of BVP (1), (3) (with F(x, y, a) = .sa3, PI (x, y) = i,
P2(X,y) = 1, Tl(X,y) = 0, 1"2(X,y) = 1). Clearly, (F(x,y,-2))(t) = -&,
(F(x,y,2))(t) = 8E for t E J and x,y E CO(J). But our BVPs have no
solution since for E = -1 (resp. E = 1) the unique solution is defined only on
the interval (~, 2] (resp. [0, ~)).
The proofs of existence results for BVP (1), (3) are very similar to those for
BVP (1), (2). Let assumptions (H5) and (H6) be satisfied and let 1[(4 - [(11 >
.1..., 1[(3 - f{.)i > .1... for an no E N. Setno ~ no
E* - K + sign(K4-K,)-1 (IT -l() E* - l( + sign(K3-K2)-1 (If -l()1 - 1 2 \.1 4, 2 - 2 2 \2 3 ,















for yet) > H*
for D* -:;yet) -:; H*
for yet) < Do,
for a ~ E3
for E* + 1- < a < E*2 n 3
for E.0 + 1- < a < E.~+ 1-2 n -... 11.
for E; < a < E; + 1-- - - 11
for E4 -:; a -:; E~
for E* - 1- < a < E*4 n - 4
for E* - 1- < a < E* - 1-4 n - 4 n
for E* < a < EO - 1-1 - 4 n






Let l : JR~ JRbe a continuous function with the property:
Il (v) I ~ 1 for v E JR,
for v E [K4 - ...!..., K4] U [K2, K2 + ...!...],no no
for v E [K1 - ...!...,K1] U [K3,K3 + ...!...].no no
Set
(F~(x,y,a))(t) = (F(x*,y,{a}n))(t) + l(a)n
for (x, y, a) E C°(J) x C°(J) x JRand n E N, n ~ no.
Consider the two-parameter family of the functional differential equations
(g(x'(t)))' = A(F~(x,x',x'(t)))(t), A E [0,1], n ~ no. (22n)>.
LEMMA 3.1. (A priori estimates). Let assumptions (H5) and (H6) be
satisfied with K1 < K4 and K2 < K3 and let BVP (22n)>., (3) has a solution
u for some A E [0,1] and n ~ no. Then
lIull ~ U* +!.., K1 - ~ < u'(t) < K3 + ~n n n
for t E J.
PROOF. Set T1 = /31(U,U'), T2 = /32(U,U'). By (H5),
(23) lu'(T2)1 ~ N.
If A = 0, g(u'(t)) == canst.; hence (cf. (23)) lu'(t)1 ~ N for t E J. Let
u'(~) = max{u'(t)j t E J} ~ K3 + ~ with a ~ E J. If ~ E (T2,TJ, then there
exist to E (T2,~) and co > 0 such that u' (to) = 1(3, u' (to + co) = K3 + ~ and
K3 ~ u'(t) ~ K3 + ~ for t E [to, to +coJ. Integrating the equality
(g(u'(t))' = A(F,;(u,u',u'(t)))(t)
for a.e. t E J from to to to + co we obtain
lto+£og(u'(to +co)) -g(u'(to)) = A (F,;(u,u',u'(t)))(t)dtto
= A to+£o ((F(u*,';;',K3))(t) + l(u'(t))) dtJ~ n
A Ito+£o Ac~ - l(u'(t))dt = __ 0 < 0,n to n
which contradicts g(u'(to + co)) - g(u'(to)) = g(1(3 + ~) - g(K3) > O. The
next part of the proof of the inequalities K1 - ~ < u'(t) < K3 + ~, t E J, is
similar to that of Lemma 2.1 (with Li = Kj (i = 1,2,3,4) and f.l = N) and
therefore it is omitted.
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Since lu(t)1 = !u(T1) + 1;1 u'(s) dsj :s h(u,ul)i + 11;1 lul(s)1 dsl :s AI +
Tmax{ -[(1 + ~,[(3 + ~} = M + (max{ -[(1, [(3} + ~)T for t E J, we have
Ilull :s U* + ~. 0
From Lemma 3.1 and applying the same procedure as in the proof of
Corollary 2.2 we obtain the following corollary.
COROLLARY 3.2. (A priori estimates). Let assumptions (H5) and (H6)
be satisfied. Let u be a sol7Ltion of BVP (22n),x, (3) for some n ~ no and
A E [0,1]. Then
T
Ilull :s U* + -,n 1 '( ) 1D* - - < u t < H* + -n n
t E J.
for t E J.
LEMMA 3.3. Let assumptions (H5) and (H6) be satisfied with [(1 < K4
and [(2 < [(3. Then for sufficiently large n E N BVP (22nh, (3) has a
solution u satisfying
II II T 1 I( 1u :s U* + -, [(1 - - < u t) < [(3 + -,n n n
PROOF. Fix n E N, n ~ no. Set [(* = max{-D*, H*},
G(v) = max{g(v), -g(-v)}, P(v) = max{g-l(v), _g-l(_v)}, v E [0,(0),
n = {(x,y,z,b,e); (x,y,z,b,e) E C°(J) xC°(J) x C°(J) X ]R2,
ilxll < 2U* + 1, Ilyll < K* + 1, IIzll < [(* + 1,
Ibl < 2U* + 1, lei < G(K* + 1) }
and define the operators
Z* : n -t C°(J) x C°(J) x C°(J) X ]R2,
W* : [0,1] x n -t C°(J) x CO(J) x C°(J) x ]R2
by
Z*(x, y, z, b, e) = (b+g-1(e)t, g-l(C), g-l(C), b-X(/31(X, y)), e-xl(/32(X,y))),
TtV*(A, x, y, z, b, e) = AZ* (x, y, z, b, e).
It can be shown without difficulties that W* is a compact operator. As-
sume
W* (AO,Xo, Yo, Zo, bo, co) = (xo, Yo, Zo, bo, co)
for some (Ao,xO,yo,zo,bo,co) E [0,1] x an. Then
xo(t) = Ao(bo + g-l(CO)t), x~(t) = yo(t) = zo(t) = AOg-1(CO),






bo = AO (bo - Aobo - AOg:-I (co)111 (XO, X~)),
Co = AO(CO - AOg-I(eo)).
'J -1
(1 - .AO)eo= -.A69 (co).
If AO E {O, I} then eo = O. Assume.Ao E (0,1). If eo i:- 0 then g-f(eo) =
~ ·h· 1 t d' t -----31.......- 0 2L 0 H ,- 0 d-1->'0' W ICI conxa ICS g-I(eo) > '-1->'0 <. ence Co - ,an
consequently (d. (24)) bo(1-.Ao+A6) = 0 which gives bo = 0 since 1-Ao+.A6 >
O. We have proved: (xo, 'Yo, Zo, bo, Co) = (0,0, 0, 0, 0), a contradiction. By the
theory of homotopy
(25)
D(I - Z., n, 0) = D(I - H'. (1, " " " ., .), n, 0)
= D(I - T1'.(O,·,·,·,·, .), n,0) = D(I, n,0) = 1.
Let the operators
Z.l : n -+ CO(J) x C°(J) x C°(J) X ]R2,
1Il".1 : [0,1] x n -+ C°(J) x C°(J) x C°(J) X ]R2
be given by
Z.l(x,y,z,b,c) = Z.(x,y,z,b,c) + (0,0,0,1"1(X,y),1"2(X,y)),
Hr.l (A, x, y, z, b, c) = Z.(x, y, z, b, c) + .A(O,0, 0, 1"1 (x, V), 1"2 (x, V))·
Then TV.l is a compact operator. Assume
liV.l (.AI,Xl, YI, Zl, bl, cr) = (Xl, Yl, Zl, hI, cr)
for some (.Al,Xl,Yl,Zl,bl,cr) E [0,1] x an. Then
(26) Xl (t) = hI + g-l (CI)t, X~(t) = Yl (t) = Zl (t) = g-l (cr),
Xl (/31 (x] ,x~)) = .Al1"l(Xl,X~), X~CB2(Xl,;C~)) = .A11"2(Xl,X~),
and so
(27)
(28) g-l (cd = .AI 1"2 (Xl, x~).
From (28) and (H5) we obtain (see the definition of the function G)
ICll ~ G(N)
and then (cf. (27), (28) and (H5))
Ibll ~ Ig-l(Cl)IT + 1\1 ~ 11'2(xl,x~)'T + M ~ NT + M,
and consequently (d. (26), (28) and (H5))
IlxllI ~ 2NT + M, Ilx~11= IIYlli = Ilzll ~ N.
(29)
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We see that (Xl, Yl, Zl, bl, cd rt an, a contradiction. Thus (d. (25))
D(I - Z.l, n, 0) = D(I - W.l(l,·,·,·,·, '), n, 0)
= D(I - vVd(O,',',',', .), n,0) = D(I - Z., n, 0) = 1.
Finally define
S. :n --+ C°(.J) x C°(J) x C°(J) x lE?,
F. : [0,1] x n --+ CO(J) x C°(.J) x C°(J) X ]R2
by the formulas
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V. (A, x, y, z, b, c)
g-l(C+ 11(F,7(;7;,y,Z(S)))(S)ds),
g-l (c + 11(F,7(x, y, Z(8)))(8) dS),
b - xU31 (x, y)) + 1'1 (x, 11), c - u(82 (x, y)) + 1"2 (x, y)) ,
(b+ it g-l(C+A ls(F,:(x,y,z(v)))(v)d'/) d8,
9 -1 ( C + /\11(F,: (x, y, Z (s)))( s) ds) ,
9 -1 ( C + All (F,: (:1:, y, Z ( S ) ) )( s ) ds) ,
b - x(f3r (:1:, y)) + 1"1(X,y), c - y(B2(x,y)) + r2(x,y)).
If (x, y, z, b,c) is a fixed point of the operator S. we can easy verify that,
x is a solution of BVP (22nh, (3) and x' = y = z, b = x(O), c = g(:I:'(O)).
Conversely, if x is a solution of BVP (22nh, (3) and (:1:, x', x', x(O), g(:1:' (0))) E
n, then (x,x',x',x(O),g(:1;'(O))) is a fixed point of S•.
Thus to prove our lemma it is sufficient to show that there exists a
fixed point of S.. 'Ve now verify that F. is a compact operator. Let
{(Ai, :J:i, Yi, Zi, bi, Cin C [0,1] x r2 be a sequence and set
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Then
Ui(t) = bi + fat g-l (ci + Ai fas (F~(Xi, Yi, Zi(V)))(v) dV) ds,
u~(t) = Vi(t) = Wi(t) = g-l (ci + Ai fat (F~ (Xi, Yi, Zi(S)))(S) ds)
Bi = bi - Xi(,B1(Xi,Yi)) + r1(Xi,Yi), Ci = Ci - Yi(,B2(Xi,Yi)) + r2(xi,Yi),
and from the properties of F it follows the existence of a q E £1 (J) such that
I(F~(xi,Yi,zi(t)))(t)1 ~ q(t) for a.e. t E J and each i E N.
Hence
IUi(t)1 ~2U*+1+TP(G(K*+1)+ faT q(t)dt),
lu~(t)1 = IVi(t)1 = JWi(t)1 ~ p( G(K* + 1) + faT q(t) dt),
It2Ig(u~(tr)) - g(u~(t2))1 ~ I q(t) dtl,tl
IBi! ~ 4U* + M + 2, ICil ~ G(K* + 1) + K* + N + 1
for t, t1, t2 E J. By the Arzela-Ascoli theorem and the Bolzano-Weierstrass
theorem, we can select a subsequence {(Uin , Vin , Win' Bin' Cin)} converging in
Co (J) x Co (J) x CO(J) X R2• From this and from the continuity of V* we
deduce that V* is a compact operator.
Assume
V*(A+,x+,y+,z+,b+,c+) = (x+,y+,z+,b+,c+)
for some (A+, x+, y+, z+, b+, c+) E [0,1] x an. Then x+ is a solution of
BVP (22nh+, (3) and x~ = Y+ = z+, b+ = x+(O), c+ = g-l(X~(O)). By
Lemma 3.1, IIx+11 ~ U* +~, K1 - ~ < xf-(t) < K3 + ~ for t E J, which yields
contrary to (x+,y+,z+,b+,c+) E an.
Hence (cf. (29))
D(I - S*, n, 0) = D(I - V*(1,·,·,·,·, ·),0,0)
= D(I - V*(O,·,·,·,·, .), n, 0) = D(I - Z*l, n, 0) i: 0,
and so there exists a fixed point (u, v, w, b,c) E 0 of S*. Then U is a solution
of BVP (22n)r, (3) and Lemma 3.1 shows that Iluli ~ U* + ~, K1 - ~ <
u'(t) < K3 + ~ for t E J. 0
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COROLLARY 3.4. Let assumptions (Hs) and (H6) be satisfied. Then for
sufficiently large n E N B VP (22nh, (3) has a solution u satisfying
T
lIull::::; U* +-,n 1 '( ) 1D* - - < u t < H* + -,n n t E J.
PROOF. If K1 < K4, K2 < K3, the assertion follows from Lemma 3.3. If
K1 > K4, K2 < K3 then replacing K1 and K4 and using the same procedure
as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 we prove that for n E N sufficiently large BVP
(22nh, (3) has a solution u satisfying
T
Ilull ::::;U* + -,n
Similarly for K2 > K3.
1 '( ) 1K4 - - < u t < K3 +-,n n t E J.
o
THEOREM 3.5. Let assumptions (Hs) and (H6) be satisfied. Then BVP
(1), (3) has a solution u satisfying the inequalities
(30)
for t E J.
PROOF. By Corollary 3.4, BVP (22nh, (3) has a solution Un for suffi-
ciently large n E Nand
t E J.
Moreover (d. the property (c) of F), there exists q1 E L1(J) such that
for a.e. t E J, and so
for t1, t2 E J and sufficiently large n E N. Thus {un}, {u~} are bounded
in CO(J), {u~(t)} is equicontinuous on J. By the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, we
can assume without loss of generality that {Un} is a convergent sequence in
C1 (J) and let limn-too Un = u. Then u fulfils (3) and (30). Since
lim (F~(Un,U:l,U~(t)))(t) = lim ((F(un*,1Z, {U~(t)}n))(t) + l(U~(t)))n-too n-too n
= (F(u,u',u'(t)))(t)
in L1 (J), we see that u is a solution of BVP (1), (3). o
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EXAMPLE 3.2. Let J = [O,lJ and h : IR -t IR, F1 : GOU) x GOU) -t
L1 (J) be continuous and h(/(i) = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) where /(1 < /(4 :s -2,
2 :s /(2 < /(3. Consider equation (19) and the boundary conditions
(31)
x(1 sin(x(~)x'(IL))I)




where 5 E IR and (IL, v E J. By Theorem 3.5 (with F(x,y,a) =
h(a)Fdx, V), (31(:"[;, y) = Isin(x(OY({l))I, ,82(x, y) = Icos(llxll+llyIDI, r1 (x, y) =
min{S,llxll,
Ilyl!}, 1"2(X,y) = l+X12 (v) , AI = 151, N = 1, D. = K1, H. = J{3 and
U. = 151+ maxi -K1, J(3})' BVP (19), (31) has a solution u ane!
Ilull:S 151 + maxi -K1, J(3}, ](1:S u'(t) :s J(3, t E J.
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